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ABSTRACT: High-pressure powder x-ray diffraction and Raman scattering measurements in cubic bixbyite-type indium
oxide (c-In2O3) have been performed at room temperature. On increasing pressure c-In2O3 undergoes a transition to the
Rh2O3-II structure but on decreasing pressure Rh2O3-II-type In2O3 undergoes a transition to a previously unknown phase
with Pbca space group which is isostructural to Rh2O3-III. On further decrease of pressure, we observed a phase transition
to the metastable corundum-type In2O3 near room conditions. Recompression of the metastable corundum-type In2O3 at
room temperature leads to a transition to the Rh2O3-III phase, thus showing that the Rh2O3-III phase is the postcorundum phase at room temperature. Our results are supported by theoretical ab initio calculations. Furthermore, they
show that the Rh2O3-III phase could be present in other sesquioxides, thus prompting to a revision of the pressuretemperature phase diagrams of sesquioxides

KEYWORDS. high-pressure chemistry • density-functional-calculations • sesquioxides • polymorphism • solid-solid
phase transitions.
INTRODUCTION
Indium oxide (In2O3) is an attractive sesquioxide employed as a gas sensor,1-3 in thermoelectrics,4,5 and specially, when
doped with Sn or F, as a transparent conductive oxide in many optoelectronic applications including solar cells, lightemitting diodes, and liquid-crystal displays.6-9 In2O3 crystallizes in the cubic bixbyite (C-type) structure (space group (SG)
Ia-3, No. 206, Z=16) and for many years it was known in another metastable structure at ambient conditions, the
rhombohedral corundum-type phase (SG R-3c, No. 167, Z=6) which was obtained after application of extreme conditions
of pressure and temperature.10-12 The synthesis of corundum-type In2O3 at room conditions13-18 has allowed the characterization of its properties for its use in industrial applications;19-21 therefore, the discovery of new phases of this compound is
of fundamental and technological interest.
The discovery of the post-perovskite (CaIrO3) phase22 in MgSiO3 led to a major revision of the pressure-temperature
phase diagrams in many ABO3 compounds including sesquioxides (A=B). Theoretical works in In2O3 analyzed several
structures and suggested the existence of the post-perovskite phase,23,24 which, consequently, triggered considerable experimental efforts in order to find this phase at high pressures and high temperatures.25-29 Noteworthy, experiments
showed that the post-perovskite phase is not stable at high pressures in In2O3. Instead, two new high-pressure phases
were discovered: the orthorhombic Rh2O3-II (SG Pbcn, No. 60, Z=4), and the orthorhombic α-Gd2S3 phase25-29 (SG Pnma,
No. 62, Z=4). This last phase was initially unexpected and theoretical calculations showed that it was predicted to be the
more stable phase26 at pressures beyond 35 GPa. Hereafter, the cubic, rhombohedral, Rh2O3-II and α-Gd2S3 phases of In2O3
will be named c-In2O3, rh-In2O3, o1-In2O3 and o2-In2O3, respectively.

Figure 1. Orthorhombic Pbca-type In2O3. Blue and pink atoms represent the two inequivalent In atoms, while red, yellow, and
orange atoms represent the three unequivalent O atoms. InO6 octahedra are shown in the figure.

Recently, several attempts have been performed in order to obtain in a metastable way o1-In2O3 at room conditions by
means of high pressure and high temperature treatments,27-29 and a theoretical work has recently commented on the possible applications of o1-In2O3.30 High temperatures have been systematically used in these experimental high-pressure
studies in order to induce phase transitions delayed or even impeded in In2O3 at room temperature (RT) due to the presence of kinetic effects.25-29,31 In the last years high-pressure studies of In2O3 at RT have also been reported yielding some
contradictory results.32-34 A phase transition from c-In2O3 to rh-In2O3 between 12 and 25 GPa in bulk and nanocrystalline
In2O3 was reported,32,33 whereas no sign of phase transition up to 30 GPa neither in bulk nor in nanocrystalline c-In2O3 was
found in the latest work34 in good agreement with previous results.28
These contradictory results at high pressure and RT have motivated us to perform a much deeper study of the polymorphism of In2O3 at RT up to higher pressures (50 GPa) with both powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman scattering
(RS) measurements. Our work shows that on increasing pressure c-In2O3 undergoes a phase transition to o1-In2O3 at RT
without undergoing a phase transition to rh-In2O3. Furthermore, on decreasing pressure we find that o1-In2O3 undergoes
a phase transition to a previously unknown structure of In2O3, the orthorhombic Rh2O3-III phase35 (SG Pbca, No.61, Z=8),
hereafter named o3-In2O3, prior to the phase transition to rh-In2O3, which is the metastable phase at room conditions.
Our theoretical ab initio calculations suggest that o3-In2O3 (see Fig. 1) is competitive in a certain range of pressures with cIn2O3, rh-In2O3, and o1-In2O3. These phases were already theoretically simulated by several authors who did not consider
o1-In2O3.26,36
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Bixbyite-type (c-In2O3) powders of high purity (99.99%) were commercially obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. On the
other hand, corundum-type (rh-In2O3) powders were obtained on downstroke from c-In2O3 powders pressurized to 50
GPa at RT.
High-pressure angle-dispersive powder XRD experiments at RT up to 50 GPa for c-In2O3 and up to 25 GPa for rh-In2O3
were conducted in a membrane-type diamond anvil cell (DAC). Either a 16:3:1 methanol-ethanol-water mixture or He gas
were used as quasihydrostatic pressure-transmitting media. Pressure inside the DAC was estimated from the EOS of copper.37 Experiments were performed at the BL04-MSPD beamline of the ALBA synchrotron38 with an incident monochromatic wavelength of 0.4246 Å focused to 20 x 20 µm. No pinhole was used to cut the x-ray beam tail what explains the
presence of the gasket in our XRD patterns. Images covering a 2θ range up to 15º were collected using a SX165 CCD located at 270 mm from sample. One-dimensional diffraction profiles of intensity as a function of 2θ were obtained by integration of observed intensities with the Fit2D software. Lattice parameters of powder XRD patterns were obtained with
Rietveld refinements performed using POWDERCELL39 and GSAS40 program package.
RS measurements at RT excited either with 532.0 or 632.8 nm laser lines and laser power below 10 mW were performed
in a backscattering geometry using a Horiba Jobin-Yvon LabRam HR UV spectrometer in combination with a thermoelectrically-cooled multichannel CCD detector (resolution below 2 cm-1). High-pressure RS measurements in bulk power of cIn2O3 up to 50 GPa and of rh-In2O3 up to 33 GPa were performed inside the DAC. A 16:3:1 methanol-ethanol-water mixture
was used as a pressure-transmitting medium and a few ruby balls of about 2 µm in diameter evenly distributed in the
pressure chamber were employed as a pressure sensor.41
Ab initio total-energy calculations were performed within the density functional theory using the plane wave method
and the pseudopotential theory with the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).42-45 Lattice-dynamics calculations of

the phonons at the zone center (Γ point) of the Brillouin zone were performed using the direct force constant approach.
The reader can consult Ref. 34 for further theoretical details.

Figure 2. RT-XRD
XRD powder patterns of cubic In2O3 at selected pressures with helium as pressure-transmitting
pressure
medium on upstroke up to 50 GPa (a)) and on downstroke down to 2.6 GPa (b).
( Colors indicate the XRD patterns with mainly c-In
c 2O3 (blue), o1In2O3 (red), o3-In2O3 (orange), and rh-In2O3 (violet) phases. Asterisks denote the diffraction maxima of copper at each pressure.
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Figure 3. Refinements of the experimental XRD patterns on upstr
upstroke (u) at 1.7 GPa with the c--In2O3 structure and at 50.1 GPa
with the o1-In2O3 structure and on downstroke (d) at 12.5 GPa with the o3-In
o3 2O3 structure and at 1 atm with the rh
rh-In2O3 structure. Residuals of the Rietveld refinements are plotted below the experimental (circles) and fitted (lines) XRD profiles (except for
o1-In2O3 phase, where a LeBail refinement has been performed).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Powder XRD patterns on upstroke up to 50 GPa (Fig. 2a) can be clearly indexed below 35 GPa with the Miller indexes of
the Bragg reflections for c-In2O3 (see Rietveld refinement of the XRD pattern at 1.7 GPa with Rwp=3.5% in Fig. 3). The
onset of a high-pressure phase transition starts above 35.1 GPa. Above 46 GPa the phase transition is completed and the
XRD pattern fully corresponds to o1-In2O3 (see XRD pattern at 50.1 GPa in Fig. 3) in good agreement with some previous
works25-29 but in disagreement with other works.32,33 Note that at 50.1 GPa there is a large experimental broadening of the
XRD peaks, likely due to the poor crystalline quality of the Pbcn-type phase at high pressures and RT. The peaks obtained
by Le Bail refinement agree with the position of the experimental Bragg features but the difference between the widths of
both of them causes a big mismatch in the difference spectrum, as we can clearly observe by comparison.
Table 1. Experimental (from Rietveld refinement) and theoretical values of the lattice parameters and atomic
positions obtained for the o3 (Pbca) phase of In2O3 at 12.1 GPa. Due to the large number of variables, the atomic
positions were assumed to be fixed to those theoretically calculated in order to perform a Rietveld refinement
of the XRD pattern at 12.1 GPa.
a

b

c

(Å)

(Å)

(Å)

Experimental

5.380(1)

5.515(1)

Theoretical

5.433

5.569

Atom

Wyckoff
site

x

y

z

15.513(1)

In1

8c

0.0003

0.7887

0.4304

15.626

In2

8c

0.9976

0.7352

0.1827

O1

8c

0.3594

0.8722

0.2014

O2

8c

0.2063

0.5157

0.3755

O3

8c

0.1458

0.6550

0.0529

We want to stress that the pressure for the onset of the transition from c-In2O3 to o1-In2O3 on upstroke decreases with
decreasing hydrostatic conditions from 35 GPa with helium to 31 GPa when the experiment was performed with the methanol-ethanol-water mixture. These results clearly indicate that the post-cubic phase of In2O3 at RT under reasonable hydrostatic conditions is not the corundum-type phase, as it was assumed in previous works at RT,32,33 but the orthorhombic
Rh2O3-II (SG Pbcn) structure. Curiously, our ab initio calculations (at T= 0K) indicate that o1-In2O3 should be the most
stable phase above 8 GPa (see Fig. 4) and below 36 GPa (α-Gd2S3 type In2O3 is the most stable one above this pressure in
good agreement with previous calculations26,36). The disagreement between experiments and calculations can be explained by the existence of a high kinetic energy barrier for the transformation from c-In2O3 to o1-In2O3 as already commented by several authors.25-29 These high kinetic energy barriers could be studied in future experiments combining pressure with a moderate heating to help the sample to overcome the kinetic barriers in the structural transition.
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Figure 4. Calculated enthalpy-pressure diagram for In2O3 polymorphs with respect to the corundum-type rhombohedral R-3c
phase (vilolet): cubic Ia-3 (blue), orthorhombic Pbca (orange), orthorhombic Pbcn (red), and orthorhombic α-Gd2S3 (grey). The
curve for the P2/c phase goes on top of that of the R-3c phase and it is not plotted.

Powder XRD patterns on downstroke from 50 GPa (Fig. 2b) show that o1-In2O3 is stable in the region between 50 and 20
GPa. Below 20 GPa a phase transformation to a previously unknown phase occurs. The XRD pattern at 17.1 GPa corre-

sponds mainly to the new phase with some remnant peaks of o1
o1-In2O3. However, at 12.1
.1 GPa the XRD pattern corresponds
entirely to the new phase. Finally, on decreasing pressure below 4.2 GPa another phase transition occurs, which resulted
in the observation of rh-In2O3 at room pressure (see Rietveld refinement in the released sample with Rwp=2.3% in Fig. 3),
in good agreement with previously reported results.27-29

Figure 5. Experimental (circles) and calculated (solid lines) pressure dependences of the volume per formula unit for cc-In2O3
(blue), rh-In2O3 (violet), o3-In2O3 (orange), and o
o1-In2O3 (red) phases. Upstroke and downstroke are depicted by full and empty
symbols, respectively.

In order to look for candidate structures of the new phase discovered on downstroke
downstroke,, which is intermediate between
rh-In2O3 and o1-In2O3, we resorted to ab initio total-energy calculations of a number of structures already found or sugsu
gested to occur in ABO3 compounds, including sesquioxides (A=B).
(
). In particular, we focused in structures which could be
intermediate between the R-3c
3c and the Pbcn phases, like the monoclinic P2/c, which was suggested to constitute
c
a
diffusionless pathway between both R3-c
R3 and Pbcn structures.29,46 Curiously,, our calculations show
showed that the most competitive phase with the cubic Ia-3,
3, rhombohedral R3-c,
R3 c, and orthorhombic Pbcn phases is not the monoclinic P2/c strucstru
ture, which
h follows an enthalpy vs. pressure curve that matches with that of the R
R-3c
3c phase at all pressures, but the orthorhombic Pbca phase,, which is isostructural to Rh2O3-III (see Fig. 4).
A good Rietveld refinement (Rwp= 2.8%) of the XRD pattern at 12.1 GPa on downstroke with the Pbca phase (o3-In2O3)
is shown in Fig. 3. The structure obtained by this refinement was deposited into the FIZ-Karlsruhe
FIZ
database (CSDnumber: 426846). Table 1 shows the experimental values of the lattice parameters and atomic positions for o3-In2O3 at
12.1 GPa. Several differences can be noted between the XRD pattern of o3
o3-In2O3 and those of o1
o1-In2O3 and rh-In2O3. o3In2O3 shows a peak below 8º that it is not present in o1-In
o1 2O3. On the other hand, one broad peak is observed above
ab
9º in
o3-In2O3, corresponding to several close reflections, while two narrow peaks are observed in rh-In
rh 2O3. In fact, our XRD
pattern at 2.6 GPa on downstroke (see Fig. 2b) can be indexed with a mixture of rh
rh-In2O3 (70%) and o3-In2O3 (30%). In
this respect,
pect, we must note that a moderate heating at these conditions resulted in an increase of the proportion of rhrh
In2O3 at the expense of o3-In2O3. This information can be helpful for future experiments in order to recover a pure Pbca
phase at room conditions.
The unit cell of o3-In2O3 (see Fig. 1) contains 8 formula units and all 5 atoms (two In and three O) are in 8c Wyckoff p
positions. The structure can be understood as a distorted bixbyite-like
bixbyite like structure where In is octahedrally coordinated as well
as in c-In2O3, rh-In2O3, and o1-In2O3. Octahedral
O
connectivity in the In2O3 polymorphs, however, is rather complicated
and varies from corner-, through edge-,, to face
face-sharing connections.
A more comprehensive description of the four polymorph structures can be obtained from the analysis of the second
secondneighbor coordination sphere of metallic atoms.
atoms 47-49 In the cation subarray of c-In2O3, each In is surrounded by 12 In (d <
3.85 Å) forming a slightly distorted cuboctahedron, like that existing in elemental indium. Furthermore, six of the twelve
In – In interatomic distances (4 × 3.35 Å, 2 × 3.37 Å) are comparable to those of metallic In (4 × 3.25 Å, 8 × 3.37 Å), relating
the topology
ology and dimensions of oxide and the parent element, as previously reported.
reported 50 At higher pressures, two additionadditio
al In – In equatorial contacts in the cuboctahedra increase the coordination number to 14 (d < 4.05Å) in o1-In
o1 2O3. During
downstroke, the tendency of the structure is to reduce the number of second neighbors; however, the ccoordination number in o3-In2O3 is also 14 as in o1-In2O3, but in a more distorted configuration than in o1-In
o1 2O3. Finally, after releasing pressure, metastable rh-In2O3 shows 13 In – In distances below 4 Å (1 × 2.42 Å corresponding to the face-sharing
face
octrahedra).
In summary, the understanding of the four polymorphs on the basis of the second
second-neighbor
neighbor coordination is consistent

with the irreversible transformation of metastable rh-In2O3 upon heating into the thermodynamically stable c-In2O3 at
room conditions.
Despite the four RT polymorphs of In2O3 up to 50 GPa have sixfold-coordinated In, they have different densities since
their unit cell volumes V decrease in the sequence V(Ia-3) > V(R-3c) > V(Pbca) > V(Pbcn), as can be deduced from their
equations of state (EOS) plotted in Fig. 5. The corresponding densities for the Ia-3, R-3c, Pbca, and Pbcn phases are
7.179(1) g/cm3, 7.255(1) g/cm3, 7.449(1) g/cm3 and 7.536(1) g/cm3, respectively. The experimental and theoretical parameters of the EOS of the four polymorphs can be found in Table 2.
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Figure 6. Selected Raman spectra of bulk powder In2O3 at different pressures on upstroke up to 50 GPa (a) and on downstroke
down to ambient pressure (b). A mixture of 16:3:1 methanol-ethanol-water was used as pressure-transmitting medium. Colours
indicate spectra mainly corresponding to cubic Ia-3 (blue), orthorhombic Pbcn (red), orthorhombic Pbca (orange), and
rhombohedral R-3c (violet) phases. The frequencies of the main Raman-active peaks of the corundum-type phase at room
conditions are indicated in the bottom of figure (b).

The phase transitions on upstroke from c-In2O3 to o1-In2O3 up to 50 GPa and on downstroke from o1-In2O3 to o3-In2O3
and from o3-In2O3 to rh-In2O3, that we have determined by XRD, have been also confirmed by means of RS measurements
(see Figs. 6a and 6b). On upstroke, our RS measurements locate the onset of the transformation from c-In2O3 to o1-In2O3
at 31.6 GPa. Below this pressure, sixteen Raman-active modes of bulk c-In2O3 were observed whose frequencies and pressure dependences agree with those recently published.34 Above 31.6 GPa, new peaks appear and above 34.5 GPa the Raman
spectrum already corresponds entirely to o1-In2O3. The Raman spectrum of the o1-In2O3 is dominated by two well-defined
modes at 439 and 719 cm-1 (at 31.6 GPa) and by broad bands located in the regions between 180-280, 300-350, and 610-690
cm-1.
On downstroke from 50 GPa, RS measurements show changes in the Raman spectrum below 40 GPa and below 5 GPa.
Above 40 GPa, the Raman spectrum corresponds to o1-In2O3; however, below this pressure the Raman modes of the new
phase appear. In particular, the Raman spectrum of the new phase is dominated by three rather narrow bands around 135,
180, and 240 cm-1, which can be observed down to 5.0 GPa. These modes have been attributed to o3-In2O3 since their frequencies and pressure coefficients are consistent with our results from lattice-dynamical ab initio calculations. At 5.0 GPa
other new Raman peaks appear and at 1.2 GPa the Raman modes of the Pbca phase are no longer seen. The Raman spectra
below 1.2 GPa consist of seven Raman modes which match perfectly with those theoretically expected and experimentally
measured in rh-In2O3 at room conditions.20 Detailed analysis of the Raman-active modes observed in all the phases (Ia-3,
R-3c, Pbca and Pbcn) is out of the scope of the present work and will be reported elsewhere.
In order to understand further the sequence of pressure-induced phase transitions observed in In2O3 at RT we performed high-pressure measurements in rh-In2O3 samples recovered from pressurizing c-In2O3 samples to 50 GPa. RT-XRD
measurements at selected pressures up to 25 GPa are shown in Fig.7a. All XRD patterns can be indexed by a mixture of rhIn2O3 and o3-In2O3. Below 15 GPa, rh-In2O3 is dominant while above this pressure it is o3-In2O3. On decreasing pressure
from 25 GPa to 1 atm the recovered sample was completely in the rh-In2O3 phase. This sample was recovered and studied
by RT-RS up to 33 GPa (see Fig. 7b). Below 12.4 GPa, only Raman peaks of rh-In2O3 are present, while above this pressure
new peaks appear that reveal a gradual phase transition with coexistence of both phases till 26 GPa. Between 26 GPa and

33 GPa only Raman modes of o3-In2O3 are observed. On decreasing pressure, the rh-In2O3 phase is again metastably obtained at room conditions. All these results evidence the good agreement between our XRD and RS data.
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Figure 7. Selected XRD patterns up to 25 GPa (a) and RS spectra up to 33 GPa (b) of rh-In2O3. Spectra mainly corresponding to
R-3c and Pbca, phases are represented in violet and orange, respectively. Ticks at the bottom of XRD (RS) patterns of 2.4 (2.2)
and 22.2 (33.0) GPa mark the positions of the diffraction (Raman) peaks of the dominating rh-In2O3 and o3-In2O3 phases at each
pressure, respectively.

Table 2. Experimental and theoretical values of the unit-cell volume (V0), bulk modulus (B0), and pressure derivative (B0') at room pressure for the three polymorphs c (Ia-3), o1 (Pbcn), and o3 (Pbca) of In2O3. Data for the
rh (R-3c) phase are not given due to the lack of enough experimental data. Both experimental and theoretical
data have been fitted to a second-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (B0' fixed to 4).
Polymorph

Origin

V0 (Å3)

B0 (GPa)

B0’

c-In2O3

Experimental

64.28(13)

184(10)

4.0

Theoretical

65.72(2)

169.4(12)

4.0

Experimental

61.9(3)

189(40)

4.0

Theoretical

62.9(1)

169.6(14)

4.0

Experimental

61.2(7)

194(10)

4.0

Theoretical

61.8(2)

185.4(12)

4.0

o1-In2O3

o3-In2O3

One question that naturally arises is why the Pbca phase is not observed on upstroke from the Ia-3 phase but it is observed on downstroke from the Pbcn phase. The explanation is still not clear but it is likely that the phase transition from
the cubic phase to the Pbca phase at RT is hindered by the presence of a high kinetic energy barrier. This high kinetic
energy barrier is present between the cubic phase and the three high-pressure phases (R-3c, Pbca, and Pbcn) as suggested
in previous works. In this way, a certain heating is needed to observe the transition to these three high-pressure phases on
upstroke and the Pbca was not previously observed in high-pressure high-temperature experiments likely because the
right conditions of pressure and temperature were not matched. On the other hand, if the barriers between the three
high-pressure phases are not so high the transformation between the three of them can be experimentally observed on
downstroke at RT from the original Pbcn phase.

induced phase transitions in In2O3 up to 50 GPa. Atoms in different Wyckoff sites are depicted
Scheme 1. Sequence of pressure-induced
by different colors: In (blue and pink) and O (red, yellow and orange).

To sum up the results obtained in this work, Scheme 1 displays the sequence of pressure-induced
pressure
phase transitions in
In2O3 at RT up to 50 GPa. In
n this work, the four known polymorphs of In2O3 with the same coordination for In atoms were
obtained starting from the cubic polymorph by compression and decompression at RT. To our knowledge, it is the first
time that this phenomenon has been observed. We want to comment that the scheme of pressure
pressure-induced phase transitions here proposed for In2O3 at RT is in disagreement with many previous reports and prompts for a revision of previous
results.. As already commented, the observed phase transition from cc-In2O3 to o1-In2O3 above 35 GPa is in disagreement
with previous results which suggested that the R-3c phase is the post-cubic phase.32,33 A careful analysis of XRD peaks
assigned by Liu et al.32 and Qi et al.33 to the R-3c
R 3c phase suggests the possibility to assign them also to the Pbcn phase. Note
that data of the high-pressure
pressure phase reported by Liu et al. and Qi et al. show no XRD peak at small angles, as we have
already commented we have observed for the Pbcn phase. Therefore, we think that these authors already found the phase
transition from c-In2O3 to o1-In2O3, even at smaller pressures than in this work likely due to the presence of slightly nonnon
hydrostatic conditions in their experiments. We also want to note that RS data of the high
high-pressure
pressure phase reported by Liu
et al. are not consistent with the R-3c
3c phase, as it was already commented by García-Domene
Domene et al.34 In fact, if the XRD
33
data of Qi et al. are reinterpreted on this basis, these authors indeed provided evidence for the metastable recovery of
the o1-In2O3 at room pressure at least in nanocrysta
nanocrystals.
On the other hand, the observed phase transition from rh
rh-In2O3 to o3-In2O3 above 12 GPa is apparently in disagreement
with results of Gurlo et al. who pointed out that no phase transition was observed in rh
rh-In2O3 up to 30 GPa at RT.28 Nevertheless, a close analysis of the RT-XRD
XRD patterns reported by these authors at 24 and 30 GPa show that they are quite different from those of the rh-In2O3 at room pressure and that they exhibit similarities with those of the o3-In
o3 2O3 structure
shown in this work. However,, our results and those of Gurlo et al. could be slightly different because, unlike us, they used
nanocrystalline rh-In2O3 powder in their high-pressure
high pressure study. Finally, we have to note that Bekheet et al. have recently
reported the stabilization of an orthorhombic
rthorhombic phase of In2O3 at 1 atm after pressurizing rh-In
rh 2O3 at 9 GPa and 600ºC.29
These authors have identified it as the o1-In
o1 2O3 phase; however, our results suggest the o3-In
o3 2O3 phase could be indeed
recovered as a metastable phase at 1 atm since its enthalpy is even smaller than that of o1-In
o1 2O3 at ambient pressure.
Therefore, further studies are needed to fully understand the structural HP
HP-HT
HT behavior of In2O3. We hope the results
here reported will trigger such studies.
CONCLUSIONS
We report
port the discovery of a new polymorph of In2O3 at high pressures. The new polymorph (o3-In
(o3 2O3) crystallizes in
the Rh2O3-III
III structure and has been found to be the post-corundum
post
phase; i.e., the high-pressure
pressure phase between the R
R-3c
and Pbcn phases. This discovery
scovery has far-reaching
far reaching implications for the understanding of the pressure-temperature
pressure
diagram
of In2O3 and of other sesquioxides. The Pbca space group was previously found only as a high-temperature
high
phase of Rh2O3
(Rh2O3-III).13 Other sesquioxides have been found in this space group. This is the case of the poorly-known α-Mn2O3,51
which is not isostructural to Rh2O3-III
III, and which has been recently postulated to be the low
low-temperature phase of
Mn2O3.52 Another case is mineral “panguite
anguite”, recently found in the Allende meteorite53 and mainly composed of Ti2O3.
This mineral belongs to the Pbca space group but again it is not isostructural to Rh2O3-III.
III. These results show that struc-

tures belonging to the Pbca space group are the less known and understood phases of sesquioxides and that they could be
found in other corundum-type sesquioxides. In fact, our preliminary calculations indicate that the Rh2O3-III phase could
be relevant in other corundum-type sesquioxides, like Al2O3, Ga2O3, V2O3, Cr2O3, and Fe2O3 at high pressures. Therefore,
we stress that detailed experimental studies on upstroke and downstroke should be performed to confirm its presence in
other sesquioxides.
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